Since the launch of Sputnik, orbital debris population continues to increase due to ongoing space activities, on-orbit explosions, and accidental collisions. In the future, a great deal of fragments can be expected to be created by explosions and collisions. In spite of prevention of satellite and rocket upper stage explosions and other mitigation measures, debris population in low Earth orbit may not be stabilized. To better limit the growth of the future debris population, it is necessary to remove the existing debris actively. This paper studies about the effectiveness of active debris removal in low Earth orbit where the collision rate with and between space debris is high. This study does not consider economic problems, but investigates removing debris which may stabilize well the current debris population based on the concept of Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency.
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Introduction
Space activities have created the orbital debris environment that poses increasing impact risks on the existing space systems, including human space flights and robotic missions. In the future, it is expected that a great deal of fragments will be created by explosions and collisions. Thus, the number of space debris may increase exponentially. In some low Earth orbit (LEO) regimes, the spatial density of objects is beyond a critical spatial density 1) . The critical spatial density is a spatial density in the state that generation speed of debris balances its disappearance speed. Therefore, this means that the production rate of new debris due to collisions exceeds the reduction rate of objects due to orbital decay.
At present, prevention of explosions of satellite and rocket upper stages and orbital lifetimes of 25 year or less after mission completion are being implemented as space debris mitigation procedures. These mitigation measures contribute to slow down the LEO debris population growth but not sufficiently, as demonstrated by Liou 2) . In order to reduce the production rate sufficiently, it is also necessary to remove existing debris actively. At presents, some methods for active debris removal in LEO are being researched, for instance, collection of debris, and lowering the altitude to drop into the atmosphere. Actually, Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) is researching the method of removing the debris by using an electro-dynamic tether (EDT). 2 Removal (ADR) in LEO where the collision rate of the space debris is high (perigee of debris < 2000km). This study does not concern with economic problems, but demonstrates which debris should be removed to efficiently preserve the environment. Liou 3) demonstrated an ADR strategy where objects with a higher probability of collision were removed (see Fig. 1 ). In his strategy was not considered how to remove these objects. Therefore, in this study, according to the concept of Kawamoto 4) , the debris with a radar cross-section larger than 0.5 m 2 are removed from three combinations of altitude and inclination with precedence. These conditions foresee the actual operation of the ADR satellite with EDT and we analyze the effectiveness of ADR.
Long-term Debris Simulation Tool -LEODEEM
LEO debris environment evolutionary model (LEODEEM) that JAXA and Kyushu University developed is used for this ADR simulation. In LEODEEM, objects are propagated in consideration of perturbations; gravity of sun and lunar, air drag, non-globe of the earth and solar radiation pressure. And collision probability is calculated every year. If collision or explosion events occur, new fragments are generated using NASA standard breakup model to be added to the environment. Details of LEODEEM can be found in reference 5) .
Breakup model
In LEODEEM, the number, mass, size, area-to-mass ratio, and delta velocity of newly generated fragments are predicted by using the NASA standard breakup model. NASA standard breakup model is a breakup model that developed from several past on-orbit breakup events and ground-based satellite orbital debris characterization breakup events. Details of the NASA standard breakup model can be found in reference 6) .
Collision probability
To reduce the calculation frequency of estimate on the collision probability, we adopted two filters. The first filter compares the apogee and perigee values of the orbits of two colliding satellites. This provides a rough cut to determine if close approaches are possible. Even for a fast algorithm, it does not make sense to compare disposed satellites and operational satellites for close approaches. If the difference between the largest perigee, p max , and the smallest apogee, a min , is positive and greater than the desired distance tolerance, , the two satellites will never approach one another. Thus,
The second filter compares the minimum distance between the orbits with the desired distance tolerance. This provides a precise cut to determine if collisions are possible. If the minimum distance is greater than the desired distance tolerance, the two satellites will never collide with one another. Figure 2 shows the perifocal coordinate system, PQW. In this system, the fundamental plane is the satellite's orbit, and the origin is at the center of the Earth. The P axis points toward perigee and the Q axis is 90 degrees from the P axis in the direction of satellite motion. The W axis is taken normal to the orbit. Assuming that the orbits are in different planes, the minimum distance between the orbits should be on the nodal line of the two orbit planes. The nodal vector between the orbit planes, , is along the nodal line of the two orbital planes and is defined as 2 
The radius vector, , on the nodal line follows from The + and -signs correspond to the forward and backward directions of the nodal vector, respectively. Finally, we can obtain the minimum distance between the orbits by 1 2 r r r    (4) The radii vectors, 1 , and 2 , are both on the nodal line so that Eq. (4) can be reduced to Δ = 2 − 1 . Therefore, if the absolute value of Δ is greater than the desired distance tolerance, two objects will never collide with one another. Thus, d r   (5) Orbits that satisfy this second filter need no further processing. We assume that the object can exist inside the sphere uniformly (see Fig. 3 ). The radii of the two spheres are 10 km and if these two spheres overlap each other, then the two objects can collide with one another inside the overlapping portion. The time Δ , that the object spends in the sphere can be approximated by Δ = / . Therefore, the probability that the object will be in the sphere during one revolution, , is given by = / . The probability that the primary object will be inside the overlapping portion is given by 1 / , while the density of the secondary object is given by 2 / . Finally, the collision probability between the two objects inside the overlapping portion can be expressed by 12 12 1 2 12
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A simulation, 100 random pieces of debris which have high area and satisfy removal conditions are removed as initial condition at the start of the simulation. Figure 5 shows the flows of this ADR simulation.
Result of Simulation
This section describes the analytical result of the ADR simulation using LEODEEM. Figure 6 shows the future debris growth crossing 200-2000 km altitude of the "with" and "without" ADR scenario. The number of debris of the "with" ADR scenario in 2206 is fewer than the "without" ADR scenario about 2800 and is almost same as -1σ of the "without" ADR scenario. Next, the debris of 900 to 1000 km altitude, the number of debris increases most in the "without" ADR scenario is analyzed. Figure 7 shows the future debris growth crossing 900-1000 km altitude "with" and "without" ADR. The number of debris "with" ADR in 2206 is enough below compared with -1σ of the "without" ADR scenario. Though population growth is still seen, the effect of ADR is confirmed from these two figures. The spatial density distributions for objects 10 cm and larger is compared in Fig. 8. Figure 8 shows that the spatial density of the debris decreases at an altitude range of 700 and 1300 km in the "with" ADR scenario. In particular, the spatial density is decreases remarkably around 900 to 1000 km altitude where the debris is removed. In addition, spatial density doesn't increase extremely at any altitude. To quantify the effectiveness of ADR, a simple parameter, Effective Reduction Factor (ERF), is introduced as ERF = [total number of objects reduced in 2206] / [number of objects removed via ADR] Table 1 shows the ERF for the ADR scenario. The parameter is about 28. It means that for every object that is removed (via ADR) from the environment, a total of 28 objects will be reduced by the end of 2206. Next, the "with" and "without" ADR scenarios are compared in terms of the debris collisions. The cumulative number of collisions is compared in Fig. 9 . Figure 9 shows that predicted cumulative number of collisions decreases by a factor of 10.3 due to ADR. Another interesting point in Fig.  9 is in the "without" ADR scenario, the collision trend increases slightly higher compared with the dotted linear increase line. On the other hand, in the "with" ADR scenario, the collision trend increases slightly lower compared with the dotted linear increase line. The linear increase line is a constant slope based on the year one collision happened. "Year one collision happened" is the standard year when the first collision event is generated on average by 60 simulations. Based on this result, we analyze the altitude a lot of collision events happen. Figure 10 shows the comparison of predicted collision locations of the "with" and "without" ADR scenarios. In the "without" ADR scenario, a lot of collision events occur between the 950 km and 1000 km altitude. On the other hand, in the "with" ADR scenario, the collision events at the altitude are hardly to occur and suppressed. Thus, ADR is thought to be effective from the viewpoint of the collision. And most of the collision events of the remainder occur at the lower altitude. The effectiveness of ADR is summarized in Table 2 . The last row in Table 2 is the ratio of objects removed via ADR to reduction in cumulative collisions by 2206. In the "with" ADR scenario, for every 9.7 objects removed via ADR, one collision is reduced by 2206. Finally, the "with" and "without" ADR scenarios are compared in terms of orbital inclination. Effectiveness of ADR is analyzed by inclination of 82 to 84 degrees and the rest from the condition of ADR strategy. The spatial density distributions for objects 10 cm and larger and inclination between 82 and 84 degrees are compare in Fig. 11 . Figure 11 shows that the spatial density of 900 to 1000 km altitude and inclination between 82 and 84 degrees increase extremely in the "without" ADR scenario in 200 years, however, in the "with" ADR scenario, the increase of spatial density is suppressed. Even though there are a large number of debris at this inclination and altitude, the effect of ADR is enough appeared by removing only 100 pieces of debris. This shows that we can protect LEO environment by removing the debris with high collision risk. Next, we analyze the debris which inclination is excluding between 82 and 84 degrees. Figure  12 shows comparison of spatial density distributions for objects 10 cm and larger, and the inclination is excluding between 82 and 84 degrees. Though remarkable differences are not seen from this figure between "with" ADR scenario and "without" ADR scenario, the spatial density of debris in the sun-synchronous orbit increases. Analysis indicates that strategy I increases element of the remainder. 
Conclusion
In this paper, based on JAXA concept, the effectiveness of active debris removal is demonstrated by using a long-term debris simulation tool LEODEEM.
The following conclusions can be given from the result of the analysis.
When ADR is performed in the 900-1000 km altitude range, decreased collisions reduce the debris. The number of collisions "with" ADR is lower than "without" ADR.
From these conclusions, it can be said that the effect of ADR is confirmed. And this simulation doesn't consider the de-orbiting effect and remove rate. In this simulation, we remove 100 pieces of debris impacts. And in the future, we need to remove some debris each year considering the de-orbit time. So, using this simulation result as baseline, we plan to simulate more realistic ADR scenarios.
